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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study very ampleness and k-jet ampleness of linear
systems on blownup varieties. K-jet ampleness is a higher order embedding
w xnotion, which has been studied in the last years 1, 2 .
In Section 1 we recall some general results that we need.
In Section 2 we consider the classical case when k s 1, i.e., the very
 .ample case cf. Subsection 1.4 . We give a large generalization of some
 w x.results already known in the smooth case see, e.g., 4, Theorem 1 . We
also point out a few applications in the case of minimal degree varieties,
complete intersections, and determinantal varieties.
In Section 3 we prove the main result of these notes, Theorem 3.4,
which leads to a k-jet version of the results of Section 1. We also prove a
special result, Proposition 3.5, in the case of blowing up points on a
manifold.
We thank G. Valla for calling our attention to these types of questions,
which are very closely related to some preservation of ampleness results in
w xour book 2 , and which are interesting also in a purely algebraic context
 .cf. Remark 2.7 .
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1. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
1.1. Notation and Preliminary Definitions. We use standard notation
from algebraic geometry. In particular let us fix the following notation. Let
V be a complex projective scheme. We denote its structure sheaf by O .V
By a variety we mean an irreducible and reduced complex scheme. Our
ambient schemes are always varieties. Let L be a very ample line bundle
on V and let X be a subscheme of V. Let J be the ideal sheaf definingX
X in V.
If X is in addition of pure dimension m with m G 0, we define the
degree, d, of X with respect to L on V to be d [ L m ? X. Note that here d
 m .means deg L ? X and, for m s 0, we will explicitly write d s deg X.
We say that a coherent sheaf F on V is spanned by its global sections if
it is spanned at all points of V by the vector space of the global sections,
 .G V, F , of F. Let F be a coherent O -module. As usual, for anyV
nonnegative integer t, let us denote
F t s F t [ F m L mt . .  . .L
 .Note that, by Serre, F t is generated by its global sections for t 4 0.L
 .The spannedness constant of F with respect to L is the integer defined
as
s F [ min t nonnegative integer such that F t is spanned . 4 .  .L L
 .When L is clear from the context we usually write s F . In particular, if
 .F s J , then s J will be called the spannedness constant of X in V andX X
 .  .it will be also denoted by s X, V or simply by s X . The following
w xgeneral lemma from the introduction of 12 shows that the spannedness
 .constant, s X , of a smooth projective variety X is bounded above by the
degree.
LEMMA 1.2. Let L be a ¨ery ample line bundle on a projecti¨ e ¨ariety V
and let X be a sub¨ariety of V. Let J be the ideal sheaf defining X in V. IfX
 . mdeither X is smooth, or X is a Cartier di¨ isor and X ; reg V , then L m JX
is spanned by global sections, d s deg X.
If X , X are projective schemes and F , F are sheaves on X , X ,1 2 1 2 1 2
respectively, we will denote
F G F [ pUF m pUF ,1 2 1 1 2 2
where p , p are the projections on the two factors.1 2
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As usual we don't distinguish between line bundles and Cartier divisors
and we freely switch from the multiplicative to the additive notation.
w xWe will use the following general result, which follows from 10, 7.17.3
 w x.see also 6, Chap. 4.4; 9, Lecture 7 .
THEOREM 1.3. Let X be a complex projecti¨ e ¨ariety. Let L be a line
bundle on X and let D be a nonempty linear system contained in the complete
< < Nlinear system L . Let B be the base locus of D. Then, if w : X ª P is the
rational map associated to D, we ha¨e:
 . N1 The graph, G ; X = P , of w is isomorphic to the blowing up, p :w
Z ª X, of X along B.
 . y1 .2 Let E [ p B . Then E is a Cartier di¨ isor and the pullback of
 . NNO 1 to G under the map induced by the projection to P is the bundleP w
p *L y E.
1.4. k-Jet Ampleness. Let X be a complex projective variety and let L
be a line bundle on X. Let x , . . . , x be r distinct points on X. Let m be1 r i
the maximal ideal sheaves of the points x g X, i s 1, . . . , r. Note that thei
stalk of m at x is nothing but the maximal ideal m O of the locali i i X , x i
ring O , i s 1, . . . , r. Consider the 0-cycle Z s x q ??? q x . We sayX , x 1 ri
 .that L is k-jet ample at Z if, for every r-tuple k , . . . , k of positive1 r
integers such that r k s k q 1, the restriction mapis1 i
G L ª G L m O rmr m k i ( [r G L m O rm k i .  . . /  / /X i X iis1 is1
is onto. Here m k i denotes the k th tensor power of m .i i i
We say that L is k-jet ample on X if, for any r G 1 and any 0-cycle
Z s x q ??? q x , where x , . . . , x are r distinct points on X, the line1 r 1 r
bundle L is k-jet ample at Z. For any point x g X we will denote by sx
the 0-cycle whose defining ideal sheaf is m s , where m is the maximalx x
ideal sheaf of x.
Note that L is 0-jet ample if and only if L is spanned by its global
w xsections and L is 1-jet ample if and only if L is very ample. We refer to 1
for more on k-jet ampleness.
2. EMBEDDING RESULTS
In this section we prove some general very ampleness results. In the
w xsmooth case these results are proved in 4 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a ¨ery ample line bundle on a complex projecti¨ e
¨ariety V and let X be a proper subscheme of V of dimension G 0. Let J beX
the ideal sheaf defining X in V. Let p : Z ª V be the blowing up of V along
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y1 .  . mtX, E s p X . Assume that J t [ L m J is spanned by globalX X
 .sections for some positi¨ e integer t. Then p * J t9 s t9p * L y E is ¨eryX
ample for t9 G t q 1.
Proof. Since L is spanned, it suffices to prove the theorem for t9 s t
 .   ..q 1. Let W ; G t L be the image of the canonical map G J t ªX
 .  . < <  .G t L . Consider the linear subsystem D s P W * ; t L . Since J t isX
spanned, the base locus of D coincides with X. Let w : V ª P N be the
 .rational map associated to D. Then by Theorem 1.3 1 we have
G ( Z ; V = P N ,w
 .Nwhere G denotes the graph of w. Note that the line bundle L G O 1 isw P
 .very ample see also Lemma 3.3 below for a k-jet version of this fact .
 .Then, restricting to Z and using Theorem 1.3 2 , we have that
L G O N 1 ( p * L m w (p *O N 1 ( t q 1 p * L y E .  .  .  .< ZP P
is very ample. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.2. With the same notation as in Theorem 2.1, note that the
 . mtassumption that J t s L m J is spanned by global sections is equiva-X X
w xlent to saying that X is defined by L in degree t in the sense of 4 ; i.e., X
 mtis the scheme theoretic intersection of the divisors D for each s g G Ls
.m J .X
 .  r  .. rrAssume now V, L s P , O 1 and let X be a subvariety of P .P
Then d s deg X G cod r X q 1 s r y m q 1. If equality holds, X is saidP
to be of minimal degree. Varieties of minimal degree are well understood
w x w xand completely classified. We refer to 5 or 9 for general results on
varieties of minimal degree. Let us recall here a few immediate conse-
quences of Theorem 2.1 which follow in the smooth case from the results
w x.of 4 .
 .COROLLARY 2.3 The Minimal Degree Case . With the notation as in
 .  r  ..rTheorem 2.1, let V, L ( P , O 1 and let X be a ¨ariety of minimalP
 .degree. Then p * J 3 s 3p * L y E is ¨ery ample.X
Proof. It is well known that the ideal of X is generated by quadrics,
 .ri.e., X is defined by O 1 in degree 2. Then apply Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.P
 .Remark 2.4. Note that p * J 2 s 2p * L y E in Corollary 2.3 isX
spanned, but not ample. To see this take a line, l, meeting X in at least
two points but not contained in X. Note that such a line exists since
otherwise X would be degenerate in P r. Let l9 be the proper transform of
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l under p . Then
p * J 2 ? l9 s 2p * L y E ? l9 s 2 y E ? l9 F 0, .  .X
 .so that, by spannedness, p * J 2 ? l9 s 0. Hence in particular lines meet-X
ing X in at least 2 points and not contained in X meet exactly in 2 points.
 .COROLLARY 2.5 The Complete Intersection Case . With the notation as
in Theorem 2.1, assume that X is a complete intersection in P r of r y m
 4 forms F of degrees d , i s 1, . . . , r y m. Let a s max d . Then p * J a qi i i i X
.  .  .1 s a q 1 p * L y E is ¨ery ample. Moreo¨er p * J a s ap * L y E isX
spanned but not ample if r - m.
 .rProof. Note that X is defined by O 1 in degree a. Then applyP
Theorem 2.1 to see the very ampleness. To see the final assertion, let
N r be the normal bundle of X in P r and note that the restriction ofX r P
 U .rap * L y E to the section of E s P N ª X associated to the quotientX r P
U  .rmap N ª ya L ª 0 is the trivial bundle. Q.E.D.X r P
 .COROLLARY 2.6 The Determinantal Case . For positi¨ e integers s F t
 .consider an s = t matrix A s a , whose coefficients a are indeterminates.i j i j
Let X be the subscheme of the projecti¨ e space P sty1 defined by the minors of
order s, i.e., the ideal of X in P sty1 is generated by such minors. Let p :
sty1 sty1 y1 .Z ª P be the blowing up of P along X, E s p X . Then
 .  .rp * J s q 1 s p *O s q 1 y E is ¨ery ample.X P
 .rProof. Note that X is defined by O 1 in degree s. Then applyP
Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.
Remark 2.7. Let us point out an interesting application of the results
above. With the notation as in Subsection 1.1, assume that X is either as
in Corollary 2.3, 2.5, or 2.6. In all these cases the embedding result
Theorem 2.1 allows the applications of commutative algebraic methods,
which eventually completely describe the homogeneous coordinates ring of
the blowing up Z in some projective space P N and show general proper-
ties of it. Basic references where such algebraic methods are developed are
w x3, 13 .
3. kTH ORDER EMBEDDINGS RESULTS
In this section we study k-jet ampleness of appropriate line bundles,
generalizing the results of Section 2. First we need some preparatory
results.
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let p: X ª Y be a holomorphic map between com-
plex projective varieties. Let Z be a 0-dimensional subscheme of X
 .defined by the ideal sheaf J . Then the image p Z of Z is theZ
0-dimensional subscheme of Y whose defining ideal is
<I s g g O g ( p g J . 4Y Z
LEMMA 3.2. Let p: X ª Y be a holomorphic map between complex
projecti¨ e ¨arieties. Let Z be a 0-dimensional subscheme of X defined by the
ideal sheaf m m li j, where m is the maximal ideal sheaf ati ji jis1, . . . , s; js1, . . . , r i
 .  .the point x and where p x s p x if and only if i s a . Then the ideali j i j a b
 . s max jl i j4sheaf of p# Z contains m b , where b is the maximal ideal ofi iis1
 .y [ p x .i j i j
Proof. This is local in Y, so without loss of generality we can assume
i s 1. We therefore can suppress the i index, i.e., we can assume that Z is
r l j  .defined by m m , p x s y, for each j s 1, . . . , r, and we wish to showj jjs1
 . max jl j4that the ideal sheaf of p Z contains b .y
 .Let I denote the ideal sheaf of p Z . By definition f g I at y if
f ( p g m l j for all j s 1, . . . , r. So we must show that p*m max jl j4 ; m l j,j y x j
for all j s 1, . . . , r. Since p*m ; m , for all j s 1, . . . , r, this is clear.y x j
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 3.3. Let X , X be complex projecti¨ e ¨arieties and L , L line1 2 1 2
bundles on X , X , respecti¨ ely. For i s 1, 2 assume that L is k -jet ample1 2 i i
 4and let k [ min k , k . Then L G L is k-jet ample on X = X .1 2 1 2 1 2
Proof. Let z , . . . , z be r distinct points of X = X and let s , . . . , s1 r 1 2 1 r
be r positive integers such that r s s k q 1. Consider the 0-cycleis1 i
 .Z s s z q ??? q s z on X = X compare with Subsection 1.4 . Let p :1 1 r r 1 2 i
X = X ª X , i s 1, 2, be the projections on the two factors. Let Z [1 2 i i
 .p Z be the 0-dimensional subschemes of X obtained as images of Z, asi i
in Definition 3.1, and let I be the ideal sheaves defining Z , i s 1, 2.Z ii
Let J [ pUI , i s 1, 2. There exist generating function germs f g J ofi i Z ii
 .type f s g ( p , g g I , i s 1, 2. Therefore for each point z g Supp Z ,i Zi
 .   ..f z s g p z s 0, i s 1, 2. This means that z belongs to the subschemei
of X = X defined by the ideal sheaf of the image of J G J in O .X =X1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .Hence we have an inclusion of ideal sheaves J , J ; I . But J , J1 2 Z 1 2
defines the subscheme J whose structural sheaf is
O s pUO m pUO s O G O .J 1 Z 2 Z Z Z1 2 1 2
Thus we have a surjection
O G O ª O ª 0. 1 .Z Z Z1 2
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On the other hand, by the Kunneth formula, we have
H 0 L G L s H 0 pUL m pUL s H 0 L m H 0 L , 2 .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2
as well as,
H 0 L G L m O G O s H 0 O L G O L .  . .  .1 2 Z Z Z 1 Z 21 2 1 2
s H 0 O L m H 0 O L . .  . .  .Z 1 Z 21 2
 .  .Therefore, from 1 and 2 , we get a surjection
H 0 O L m H 0 O L ª H 0 O L G L . 3 .  .  .  . . .  .Z 1 Z 2 Z 1 21 2
By Lemma 3.2 we have that Z is contained in the 0-cycle a x1 1 1
q ??? qa x , s F r. An easy check by using local coordinates and Taylors s
series expansions shows that, for each j s 1, . . . , s,
a s max s p z s x , i s 1, . . . , r . . 5j i 1 i j
Hence in particular s a F k q 1 F k q 1. Therefore, since L isjs1 j 1 1
0 . 0  ..k -jet ample, the restriction map H L ª H O L is onto. Similarly1 1 Z 110 . 0  ..  .  .we have that H L ª H O L is onto. Thus by using 2 and 3 we2 Z 22
get a surjection
H 0 L G L ª H 0 O L G L ª 0. .  . .1 2 Z 1 2
This shows that L G L is k-jet ample. Q.E.D.1 2
We can now show the main result of these notes, a k-jet version of
Theorem 2.1.
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be a complex projecti¨ e ¨ariety and let X be a proper
subscheme of V of dimension G 0. Let J be the ideal sheaf defining X in V.X
Let L be a ¨ery ample line bundle on V. Let p : Z ª V be the blowing up of
y1 .  . mtV along X, E s p X . Assume that J t [ L m J is spanned byX X
global sections for some positi¨ e integer t. Further assume that L is v-jet
ample. Then ap * L y bE is k-jet ample for a G bt q krv and b G k.
 .   ..Proof. Let W ; G t L be the image of the canonical map G J t ªX
 .  . < <  .G t L . Consider the linear subsystem D s P W ; t L . Since J t isX
spanned, the base locus of D coincides with X. Let w : V ª P N be the
rational map associated to D. Let G be the graph of w. Then by Theoremw
 . N  .  .N1.3 1 we have G ( Z ; V = P . The lines bundles a y bt L and O bw P
 w  .x.are k-jet ample under the present assumptions on a and b see 1, 2.2 .
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 .  .NThus by Lemma 3.3, the line bundle a y bt L G O b is k-jet ample onP
N  .V = P . Restricting to Z and using Theorem 1.3 2 we have that
a y bt L G O N b ( p * a y bt L m w (p *O N b .  .  .  .  .< ZP P
( a y bt p * L m btp * L y bE .  .
s ap * L y bE
is k-jet ample. Q.E.D.
We also have the following result which describes the behavior of k-jet
ampleness under blowing up points. It has relations with blowing up
w xembedding results for ``fat points'': we refer for this, e.g., to 7, 8 . Note
that in the current algebraic terminology the 0-cycle a x q ??? qa x in1 1 r r
the proposition below is called a fat point of degrees a , . . . , a .1 r
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X be a complex projecti¨ e ¨ariety and L a k-jet
ample line bundle on X e. g., L s kH for some ¨ery ample line bundle H on
.X . Let x , . . . , x be t distinct smooth points belonging to the regular set of X1 t
and let a , . . . , a be t positi¨ e integers. Let p : Z ª X be the blowing up of X1 t
y1 .at x , . . . , x . Let E s p x be the exceptional di¨ isors. Then p *L y1 t i i
t  t 4 a E is m [ min k y  a , a , . . . , a -jet ample.is1 i i is1 i 1 t
Proof. For simplicity we prove the result for t s 1. The proof in the
general case runs parallel, by using an induction argument. So, let a s
a , x s x , E s E . Since x is a smooth point of X, E is contained in the1 1 1
regular set of Z.
Let z , . . . , z be r distinct points on Z and let m , . . . , m be r positive1 r 1 r
integers such that r m s m q 1. Consider the 0-cycle Z s m zis1 i 1 1
q ??? qm z . We want to show that the restriction mapr r
r : G p *L y aE ª G O p *L y aE .  . .Z
is onto. Since L is k-jet ample and m F k y a, the assertion is clear
 .whenever Supp Z l E s B. Indeed the surjectivity of r is equivalent to
G L m m a ª G O L m m a .  . .x Z x
being onto.
Hence let us assume that n F r points among the z 's, i s 1, . . . , r, sayi
w  .xz , . . . , z , belong to E. Exactly the same argument as in 1, 3.1 , by using1 n
the fact that we have blown up a smooth point, shows that we have a
surjection
G p *L y aE ª G O a ª 0. 4 .  .  . .E
 4Let m [ max m . Since m F k y a, we havejF n j
r
a q m q m F a q m s a q m q 1 F k q 1. j j
jGnq1 js1
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Thus, since L is k-jet ample, we have a surjection
G L ª G L m O r m aqm m mr m m j ª 0. 5 .  . /X x p  z . / /jsnq1 j
r m j  .Write a [ m m . From 5 we get a surjective mapp  z .jsnq1 j
G L m m a ª G L m m a r L m m aqm m a ª 0. 6 . .  .  . .x x x
Ã Ã  ..Write L [ p *L y aE and choose a section s g G O L . Let J be theZ E
 .ideal sheaf defining E in Z. From 6 we get a surjection
Ã Ã Ã mG L ª G Lr L m a m J ª 0, 7 . .  . /E
where we identify a with its inverse image on Z since z f E forj
Ãj G n q 1. Let L [ L m a. The inclusion of sheaves J ; m , j F n ,E z j
yields a map
G Lr L m J m ª G O L . 8 .  . .  . .E Z
 .  .Therefore, by using 7 we are reduced to showing that 8 is onto.
Consider the filtrations of sheaves
F s L m O ymE ; ??? ; F [ L m O yE ; F [ G L , .  .  .0 Z my1 Z m
and
0 s G [ O L m J m ; ??? ; G .  .0 Z E my1
[ O L m J ; G [ O L . .  .Z E m Z
 .  . m m m jNote that G G s 0 since J ; m ; m for each j F n and thus0 E z zj j
J m ; J .E Z
Now, for each l s 1, . . . , m, we have a map
G F rF ( G O a q m y l ª G G rG .  .  . .l ly1 E l ly1
( G O a q m y l . 9 .  . .Z l E
 .  .Note that O a q m y l is a q m y l -jet ample. Furthermore, since byE
assumption m F a, we have
m F m q 1 F a q 1 F a q m y l q 1. j
jFn
 .It thus follows that the maps 9 are onto.
w  .xOn the other hand, the same reasoning as in the proof of 1, 3.1 shows
that there are surjections, for each l s 1, . . . , m,
G F ( G L m J my l ª G F rF ( G O a q m y l . 10 .  .  .  . . .l E l ly1 E
 .  .It is a general fact that by combining 9 and 10 yields the surjectivity of
 .8 . Q.E.D.
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n  .nRemark 3.6. Take X to be P , L ( O 2 r , t s 2, and a s r forP i
i s 1, 2 in Proposition 3.5. Let p : Z ª X be the blowup at the two points
x , x as in that proposition. We see that the restriction of p *L y rE y rE1 2 1 2
to the proper transform of the line joining x and x is trivial. Thus the1 2
above proposition is sharp for t s 2. In the special case when we blowup at
least 3 points on X satisfying an appropriate general position condition,
 .we have stronger results see Corollary 3.7 below .
wThe following result is obtained by combining Lemma 3.3 above and 11,
 .x  w  .x.0.3 see also 2, 1.7.10 .
COROLLARY 3.7. Let L s kH for H, a ¨ery ample line bundle on a
complex projecti¨ e ¨ariety X. Let P , . . . , P be t disjoint sub¨arieties of X1 t
N < <which under the embedding of X into P gi¨ en by H go to t totally disjoint
linear subspaces of P N, i.e., the linear space they generate has dimension
d q ??? q d q t y 1 where d s dim P , i s 1, . . . , t. Let a , . . . , a be posi-1 t i i 1 t
ti¨ e integers. Let p : Z ª X be the blowing up of X at P , . . . , P and let1 t
y1 . tE s p P , i s 1, . . . , t. If k G  a and k G t G 3, then the linei i is1 i
t  4bundle p *L y  a E is m [ min a , . . . , a -jet ample.is1 i 1 t
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that X s P N and
 .NH s O 1 . Associated to each P we get a morphism from the blowup ofP i
Nydim Piy1 w  .xX at P to P . From 11, Theorem 0.3 we know that thei
induced map
a : Z ª P [ P t P Nydim Piy1 .is1
is an embedding with
t t
Ny dim P y1 Nydim P y1a p *H y a E ( O a G ??? G O a . .  .1 t i i i P 1 P t /
is1 is1
Using Lemma 3.3 we have proved the result. Q.E.D.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let X be any smooth projective variety and let L be a
 w x.very ample line bundle on X. Then kL is k-jet ample see 1 . Take any
set of t distinct points x , . . . , x g X and t integers a , . . . , a such that1 t 1 t
a G r for each index i and t a s k y r. Let p : Z ª X be thei is1 i
y1 .blowing up at x , . . . , x , E [ p x , i s 1, . . . , t. Then kp *L y1 t i i
t a E is r-jet ample. In particular if r s a s 1, i s 1, . . . , t, we haveis1 i i i
the well known fact that for any given k y 1 distinct points on X, the line
bundle kp *L y t E is very ample.is1 i
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let X s F be a Hirzebruch surface of invariant r G 0r
and let L s aE q bf be a line bundle on X, where E is the section
satisfying E ? E s yr and f is a fiber. Then L is k-jet ample if a G k and
 w  .x. y1 .b G ar q k see 1, 5.1 . Let x , a , i s 1, . . . , t, p : Z ª X, E s p xi i i i
be as in Example 3.8, with a G r, i s 1, . . . , t, and t a s k y r. Theni is1 i
p *L y t a E is r-jet ample. In particular very ample for r s 1.is1 i i
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EXAMPLE 3.10. Let X be a smooth connected Del Pezzo surface, i.e.,
 wyK is ample. If K ? K G 3 we know that ykK is k-jet ample see 1,X X X X
 .x.5.2 . Then again, with the same notation and assumptions as in Exam-
 . tples 3.8 and 3.9 above, we have that p * ykK y  a E is r-jet ampleX is1 i i
if a G r, i s 1, . . . , t, and t a s k y r.i is1 i
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